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About This Game

Znkl - 177 is a simple physical puzzle. The player's goal is to deliver a capsule with information to the spaceship.

You are a pilot of the spaceship "Znkl - 177". You need to deliver a capsule with important information to the cargo spaceship.
- 2 shooting modes (1-10 two modes. 11-20 only LMB, 21-30 only RMB)

- 30 levels
- Pleasant music

- Steam achievements
Controls: LMB, RMB -Shot, R - Restart level, arrows - control

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Neocoda.
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Title: Znkl - 177
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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The dev's have gave up on this game as soon as it released I just wish there was a way to make a unsupported patch for this
game to fix the many game breaking bugs.. I'll make this short and sweet.

Simply put, this is just another lazy cashgrab in a long line of lazy cashgrabs by this developer. The Lost Souls is a "sequel" to
White Mirror - except it's practically the same game with a different color palette. Same setting, same "walk-up-to-statue-and-
hit-keys-in-a-certain-order" puzzles, same underwater switch flipping, same monster, same, same, SAME.

Game is completable within 20 minutes, assuming it doesn't crash. (It's worth noting, the game didn't crash for me like it
apparently did for others) The "puzzles" are literally just typing words backwards in order to open locked doors. Unfulfilling,
dull, senseless tripe. I'm sure the same will be said about the next game this developer uploads about 3 months from now, per his
schedule.

In summary, terrible.. My First Ever PC game. Got it for nostalgia'a sake.. Don't have all DLC's.. It's cute but really, really
casual. I can't play it longer than a few minutes. The graphics are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all that spectacular, but
it gets the job done. The goal is to guide your character (in a teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying to collect as many
sugarcubes and stickers as you can, and, at the same time, avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the difficulty ramps a bit up
later on.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Not what I was expecting when I read the description of the game. I lost interest after only a few minutes due
being comepletely at a lost at what to do and just - being bored.. BUYER BEWARE:

This used to give Aurum, but no longer does. I bought it when It did give Aurum and it was well worth it but now it's worthless
and they are trying ot be shady about it.
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This was a total hoot to play. best FPS so far. I would like it to have a inhouse leader board so I can who is the best in our
family.. "I LOVE PURGING WITH MY KIN!!!!". MiniGolf Mania plays and feels great. The controls are tight, the camera
system works well, the powerups are pretty fun, but there are only 9 holes right now (launch day; 3\/25\/16). I mean, what is
here, is great. I am excited to play some local co-op this weekend. There is no online multiplayer.

I played through the existing 9 holes twice in about half an hour, solo style. It is probably the best minigolf game I've played.

I am going to give this a thumb's up for being fun for a mere three bucks, BUT you need to be aware that while the
developers may add more holes, it very well could never happen. . I bought this on Steam because my laptop is more portable
than my PS4, and I would like to be able to play Videoball when I should be working. I love Videoball. Videoball is love..
Note that it says Cultist Simulator. Be very clear, the time cost and learning curve are pretty close to *actually* starting your
own Lovecraftian cult.

"In this 20-40 hour game"... That's fair. 42 hours of play for my first non-early-out victory. That was three sub-hour
deaths, one "Retired as an accountant" (literally) sort-of-victory, and culminating in a 38-hour ascension victory taking my
somewhat-lazy detective down into the depths of the hidden world, and up to the peak of the Mansus, before rejecting his
beloved, shedding his mortal flesh and becoming something... greater. An hour before the end of that game, I was 10 seconds
from a party wipe, desperately clawing at every RNG I could reach. The Hours smiled upon me that time.

I strongly recommend going into this one cold. A *lot* of the joy comes from figuring out the card-game mechanics,
exploring the clues you can assemble from the limited systemic hints (i.e. card slots are limited by category, but not every card
in a category works in every slot that accepts it) and just generally trying to survive while juggling a job, a cult, competing
cultists, romance, occult research, the occasional nosy police inspector, and the more-frequent-than-expected blood
sacrifices.

Seriously, I feel like in the end-game, I was kidnapping and sacrificing one or two people a week. The other ascension routes
may be less blood-sacrifice heavy, but I suspect they're not. You're not on the side of law-and-order here, and no one ascends
to immortality with clean hands.

The first few losses will be quick, and like many solitaire card games, not every hand is winnable, and there's no protection
against backing yourself into a corner. It's not a single-player adventure game that wants you to win, nor is it a narrative
game for you to follow a story through. It's a card game with mechanics for you to learn, employ, and exploit.

Each loss does teach you something more about the game. Even my first victory has taught me a lot that will help in future:
easier ways to do things I did the hard-way, better choices I could make to have my synergies going in the same direction,
whole subsystems I had overlooked, a clearer understanding of some of the rules and how the RNG affects them, etc.

The interface is super-minimal, which makes sense for a card game. You move cards onto "verbs" to do things, sometimes
verbs will take cards for you (whether you want them to or not), and the spacebar is your (only true) friend. It's basically the
opposite of an idle-game: It does nothing on your behalf, you can't leave it alone unpaused for a single minute, and time
passing is your greatest enemy. Apostle mode suggests that other immortals are your worst enemy, but I'm not there yet so
have no opinion on that.

It's worth checking the Options menu when you first start, as I saw a few negative reviews about things that are options you
can turn on, such as high contrast mode for making card easier to read, and how long the popups stay open if you don't click
to close them. What on earth is the Bird\/Worm option?

The only major problem I have with the game is the autosave locks up the UI for a few seconds, and tends to lose clicks and
key-presses that happened during that time, while the clock continues. It's always quite jarring, and seems to happen every 30
seconds or so.

It's actually set to 5 minutes by default, but it always *feels* like it's only been 30 seconds since the last auto-save...

It's also possible to click on the table *under* moving things, moving the game world around instead of the card if you get
there too quickly, even though the card is highlighted. It's doubly-frustrating when you do that, and the auto-save kicks in, so
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you get a five-second pause, followed by flinging the table across the screen.

I had actually bought the Perpetual Edition of this game somewhat on a whim, but didn't get around to playing it until a
fortnight ago, taking a break from Hitman 2 before possibly returning to Monster Hunter: World. Now I have to decide if I
want to take a break from this game, for either of the above.. Volume Six is out and it's pretty good but has one big issue.

I kinda expected this volume to be complete garbage as the characters chosen were not exactly my favorites and the art is...
ooo the art is bad, but i'll\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on that later, but anyways this volume was actually
pretty neat. All three characters were written well enough and they actually had worldbuilding that didn't suck.

Kuprum is alright but is a pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665representation of a channel4 user, especially
because he doesn't call you a soy boy. Fortunately, Folykl tags along with Kuprum and besides being the better of the two,
they also further showcase how being a goldblood \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sucks. Their relationship is pretty good
and with they both work of each other making their route pretty good.

Then there's Lesbian Vriska, who was actually a lot less garbage than I expected. I mean Ardata is still the superior Vriska
clone and original Vriska is still much better than both. Elwurd is just chill, they really aren't that interesting but they're not
bad also like Kuprum they get a way better second character who is actually someone we've already seen, but they are only
present for the second half which does bring the route down a bit.

This Volume might actually have been one of my favorites if not for the art. It's horrible and it brings down the entire thing.
It's even made worse since they actually bring back a character from a previous volume who has much much better art. The
Elwurd's music is pretty good because it's a Vriska theme but Kuprum and Folykl's kind of hurts my ears.

Overall this Volume suprised me with how bad the art was and how not bad the writing was.

Score: Elwurd is the worst Vriska\/8. WOW! This game is awesome!
I started out with auto-transfers on, but after getting the hang of the controls, I turned it off and discovered my own paths.
And boy, this is where the fun really begins! I quickly started unlocking new items and levels and I can't wait to see what is
next! I really recommend this game to anyone and I'm going to go play some more now! :D. If you are buying this to drive,
save your money. If you need it for AI use its a fairly solid add on, a prototypical asset suitable for a number of DB routes,
looks similar enough to other classes in the same family to use as a surrogate.

Pros:
Looks ok

Cons:
Buggy
Nasty physics
Odd sounds
One livery
. Joined a server with a friend.
Eventually found met on top of a bridge, where we made sweet love to eachother.

At this point, the game was already worth my $20.
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